MINI5280 Newsletter- February 2016
Hi there, this is just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you are a MINI5280 club member. Don’t forget to ad d secretary@mini5280.org to
your address book so we’re sure to land in your inbox!

Hi everyone!
Here we are in the month of LOVE. I love that you have been so
enthusiastic and I love, too, that you’ve been so patient with our changes.
I’m sure you’re all aware of the adjustment to the new registration system.
We’re continuing to improve our understanding of it so that we can do our
best for you. The contents of the welcome packets are currently under
review, too, and as we want you to feel you’re getting a good value for your
membership they will be sent out as soon as they’re up to par.









Membership Info
President’s Message
What Happened Last Month
A Tip
Brian’s Bulletin
MINItainment
Currently Scheduled Upcoming Events

1.
2.
3.

Website: http://mini5280.org/
Facebook: MINI5280
A Facebook place for members to talk
about all things MINI: MINI5280
Conversations
A Facebook place to check on club drives
and events: MINI5280 Club Drives
A Facebook place for members to post
classifieds: MINI5280 Buy/Sell/Trade
Our national event: MINIs In the Mountains
Our sister club: MiniCOW- Minis of
Colorado and Wyoming
A local classic Mini club: Minis of the
Rockies (MOTR)

We’re also tossing around some other ideas to regularly include in the
newsletter such as welcoming newcomers and re-introducing vendor
coupons and discounts which we didn’t include last month as in past
issues.
Check out the newly redesigned website MINI5280.org. Our wonderful
webmaster Rick Gonzales has worked hard on getting it nice and user
friendly. My favorite thing about the website is that past newsletters are all
archived, available and easy to find!
Remember that the DUE DATE FOR NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS IS
THE 1ST OF THE MONTH. You’re encouraged to send me write ups and/or
photos of club events, things you saw or did out and about, driving
tips/tricks, product reviews, and just about anything MINI or automotive
related so long as it’s relevant to the club. Submissions, feedback and
questions can be emailed to secretary@mini5280.org.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

LOVE,
Diana Peterman
MINI5280 Secretary

2016 MINI Clubman at the Schomp Clubman Event on January 23. –photos by Don Suiter
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Many of you have asked us to check into your membership renewals. The links below will show you
where to go and the accompanying photo guides should help.
How to find your membership expiration date on MotorsportReg.com:
http://www.mini5280.org/membership (click link at bottom of page by the green arrow)

***By clicking on the link above you will be directed to the link below, so you could save a click
by going directly to the next one, but know that this is on the MINI5280.org website.

Direct link to MINI5280 Membership New/Renewal on MotorsportReg.com:
http://msreg.com/mini5280
The following photo guide is for those who have an account with Motorsportreg (hereby referred to as
MSR). MSR is the site we use to manage memberships and payment for events such as MINIs In the
Mountains. Not only will you be up to par with MINI5280, you’re privy to a whole collection of
automotive happenings in other clubs around the country.
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STEP 1.
Upon clicking the direct link above, you will see the following screen:

Click the “Continue” highlighted in yellow at the bottom.
STEP 2.
You’ll see this:
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Please don’t be frightened by the first sentence stating that the registration ends in 2 years on
December 31, 2017 as it refers to the end of the 2 year term. YOUR registration will be 1-2 years
FROM THE DATE YOU REGISTER depending on how far you pay out, (mine is included as an
example in another screen shot below). In verifying some member registrations this week I found one
who was paid out through April 2017.
Click on the green Continue button at the bottom.

STEP 3.
The next screen is where you will enter your username and password. If you don’t already have an
account with MSR you can see on the right side that there is a place to sign up. If you need to sign up
for an account please do so here, but I don’t have a photo guide for that.
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STEP 4.
The next screen tells you what organization you’re signed up to. This is where you will make your
selection of renewing or new member, check those two waiver boxes at the bottom by the disclaimers
and click the red Continue.
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STEP 5.
If your card info isn’t stored on the website like mine you will be given options here to make payment
and you should be good to go!

By clicking the Dashboard tab on the top right, you will be taken to this screen which shows here what
I’m paid up for. When we started using MSR in the fall I signed up for an account and renewed so
next to the green Confirmed this shows that my dues are paid from September 1, 2015 through
August 31, 2016. The red Not Yet Registered shows dates of Jan 1, 2016 through December 31,
2017 referring, as I mentioned above, to the term years of current officers, though when I renew it will
reflect that date.
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Hello MINIFANS!
As I write this message the snow on our deck continues to pile up as the
temperature drops into the stay-in-where-it’s-warm teens and I’m reminded
after 24yrs in Colorado that, yes, it is February, but, we have only 47 days until
spring! And despite Jack Frost and his black ice gremlins we have a brave and
intrepid MINI5280 crew who have enjoyed some beautiful sunny days and
some we-need-to-wash-our-MINIs-twice-after-that-drive! events. So, without
further ado, here’s a recap of our January events and a look at what’s coming
up:
1.
On January 17th a few of us (10 MINIs, 20 people, including two new
club members) started off in Golden and embarked on the “Let’s Go To Estes!” drive designed by Rhonda
Johnson which featured a relatively dry and scenic drive up Highway 6, where we then merged on to 119,
through Black Hawk and over the Peak to Peak highway, with a quick stop in picturesque Rollinsville, then
on to the Estes Park Brewery. Overall, a great drive on a beautiful Colorado winter day. Thanks everyone
for coming out!
2. On January 23rd, Schomp MINI invited the MINI5280 crew (and 50 of us showed up!) to test drive the new
2016 MINI Clubman in a fun and laid back atmosphere with delicious catered food and beverages provided
by Maggiano’s. From the test drive feedback, of which there were many, we came away with a new
perspective and a new era clearly being established for the MINI brand – “defying labels with practicality,
versatility and family capable design”. Additionally, as an added bonus, Schomp gave away a pair of
Broncos tickets to the Sunday's AFC Championship game of which the Broncos won! On to Super Bowl
50!!
3. In addition to Schomp’s event we had our January 2016 club meeting where we talked about MITM (MINIs
In The Mountains 2017), MTTS (MINI Takes The States 2016), Craig Hospital’s (toy drive 12/15) thank you
letter, as well as upcoming drives, spring and summer calendar events and general club business.
4. This past week we’ve had 3 additional drives: A) Cabela’s and Sierra Trading Post drive with our MINICOW
brethren 01/30. B) Cars and Coffee with our SOCOM (Southern Colorado MINIs) members to the South,
also on 01/30. C) Breckenridge Snow Sculptures drive on 01/31.
Overall, I think, a very fun and productive month was had by all. If you haven’t been out with us yet please hop
in your MINI and join us as we’ve got more events filling up the calendar every week! Speaking of which..the
Torchy’s drive today 02/01, The February 20th meet up in Colorado Springs, and The 6th Annual Leprechaun
Drive 03/06 and many more!
I’ll be in touch soon with thoughts on the club's mission, goals, and overview of our present and future. Keep
an eye on your inboxes and our Facebook pages. Stay classy and Motor On MINIFANS!
Onward & Upward!
Chris Chappell
MINI5280 President
president@mini5280.org
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Let’s Go to Estes!
-submitted by Rhonda Johnson

On Sunday the 17th we had 10 MINIs that were ready to get out and stretch their legs! The Starbucks
in Golden was our rallying point that morning. We welcomed two new drivers to the group, Renee in
her Paceman and Alvarro in his coupe. After a few words, we headed up the canyon on Hwy 6 and
through Blackhawk. A quick pit stop was in order for some windshield washer fluid and we were back
on the road again. Peak to Peak Highway was a little bit of everything that day: we hit dry roads, wet
roads, a bit of wind, and snowy corners. It was still really fun! Upon entering Estes, we made a left
turn and drove around Lake Mary, missed all the traffic in town, and pulled into Estes Park Brewery.
The brewery was great and everything was really tasty. After chatting for a while we all headed back
out to our road-spray gray MINIs and headed home to give a much needed bath to our cars and
watch the Broncos win against the Steelers!
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Breckenridge Ice Sculptures
-submitted by Rhonda Johnson
-photos courtesy Debbie Ratliff

On Sunday, January 31st, three MINIs decided not to let the
impending storm scare them off. As the snow was steadily
falling at the Dino Lot, Rhonda, Chris Creech, David and
Debbie took off west. Surprisingly, once we past Genesee,
the sun came out and it was beautiful driving on I-70. There
wasn't much traffic until Idaho Springs and then we hit ski
traffic. Boo! It was very slow going until we reached the
tunnels. There was a little bit of ice and slush and tiny bit of
sliding, but we made it successfully to Breckenridge. Again in
Breck, it was cold, but the sun was out and it was overall a
nice day. We walked through the amazing snow sculptures
created by teams from around the world. It's incredible to
think these pieces of art were formed from a giant 20+ ton
cube of snow!
After a really tasty lunch at The Blue Stag Saloon, we saddled back up for our trip home. This time we
headed south on Highway 9 and then onto 285 to head back into Denver. The first part of the trip
home was uneventful, but once we hit Bailey, the forecasted snow caught us. The roads were very
slippery. Chris, David and Debbie have some stories to tell- ask them to tell you about it! We all made
it home very dirty, but thankfully very safe!
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-submitted by Diana Peterman

I have a friend with a terrible habit of having her side mirrors adjusted so far in that 7/8 of the mirror is
filled with car and you only see a sliver of road at the very outside edge, and her rearview mirror is
adjusted down to see the kids in the back seat or over to see her makeup 99.9 % of the time. I know
this because I regularly drive the van and we’re the same height. The purpose of the mirrors is to
increase your visibility to make for safer driving conditions, so it does no good to see the car in the
mirror and not see out of the back window.
A couple months ago I saw this photo shared online and thought to pay more mind to my mirrors.
They have long been adjusted just enough to see a bit of my car on the inside as pictured in fig 2 and
5, so I moved them a hair further out and was surprised at how much my visibility and security have
improved. I recommend giving this a shot.
The graphic and a short article are from Car and Driver  (click here to go over to the website).
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Fuel Octane Rating

You’re sitting at the pump knowing you should fill your MINI with premium grade fuel, but do you
know why?
For the most part, lower octane fuels have the same detergents and additives as the higher ones.
The main difference between the different grades of fuel is higher octane fuels have better resistance
to engine knock. Engine knock, or detonation, is caused when the fuel in the cylinder ignites before
the spark plug ignites the fuel mixture. Knocking comes from the collision of these two flame fronts.
This collision inside the cylinder can be roughly equated to dynamite that has the potential to cause
serious damage to your pistons, cylinder wall, cylinder heads, and valves to mention a few. Using
lower octane fuels will cause a loss in mileage, performance and commonly give cold start issues.
The higher compression ratios in engines will cause more heat in the cylinder making the engine
more prone to knock, but the entire compression ratio in the engine needs to be highly modern to
ensure the correct ratio of fuel and air and to control excessive heat detonation. Modern engines are
very efficient with the technology to use high compression pressures to get the performance and fuel
efficiency that we have come to enjoy. They do a good job of compensating for the deficiencies
caused by the use of low octane fuels and will make the necessary adjustments to avoid any major
damage.
In Colorado we have the choice between 85, 87 and 91 octane. If you have lived elsewhere in the
country you might have found it weird that 85 was an option. The elevation that Colorado is so
famous for contains less oxygen so engine knock is less of an issue. Up here 85 octane will behave
the same as a sea level 87 and the same can be said for 91 octane behaving like sea level 93 for us
elevation folk.
What will happen if you put 85 octane in your MINI that recommends premium? Basically, not much.
Your engine is designed to run on premium fuel to get the best performance and fuel mileage. On
naturally aspirated MINIs you might not feel much of a change in performance and maybe experience
a slight drop in fuel mileage. On forced induction MINIs you will most likely feel a drop in performance.
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With the lower octane fuel the ignition timing will need to be retarded and the boost pressure will need
to be decreased to attempt to keep the cylinders cool enough to prevent engine knock. These
adjustments that your engine control module is making are a normal function and will not cause the
engine light to come on.
Let’s look at the difference in money is takes to fill up with regular and premium. I’m going to use 10
gallons to simplify the math:
Regular fuel at $1.700 per gallon x 10 gallons = $17.00
Premium fuel at $2.160 per gallon x 10 gallons = $21.60
Don’t you think your MINI is worth an extra $4.60 to make him happy? With the awesome fuel
mileage MINIs get I think at the end of the day the money spent on premium will really go unnoticed.
However, if money is tight or you accidentally put 85 in your tank, be assured that it’s not the end of
the world.
Happy Motoring!
Brian Peterman
BMW/MINI Master Technician
Shop Foreman at Avalon Motorsports
Msportdoctor@gmail.com

-by Diana Peterman
Now that you have unscrambled the song titles, see if you can identify the artists who sing them!
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January MINItainment answers:

Song Title Scramble








5 March
6 March
16 April
28-30 May
9-23 July
26-29 Aug

Leprechaun Run
MINI5280 March Meeting and Q&A with Brian at Avalon Motorsports
Tax Relief/Rambler Ranch MINI Drive & Museum Tour
2nd Annual Mini Rushmore trip to the Black Hills
MTTS (MINI Takes the States)
5280 4 Day Overnighter

Does your MINI want a chance in the spotlight? Show it off! Send a few pictures of you and/or
your MINI along with a brief description to secretary@mini5280.org and they will be featured in
the following month's newsletter!
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